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improc - Image Thresholding
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This worksheet illustrates various different ways in which we can threshold images.

%hide
import numpy,scipy,scipy.ndimage,zlib,pylab
from pylab import imread,imshow,savefig
from pylab import *
from numpy import *
from scipy import linalg,ndimage
from scipy.ndimage import 
interpolation,filters,morphology,measurements,fourier
from scipy.linalg import norm
from scipy.fftpack import fft2,ifft2

def normalize(v): return v/norm(v)
def max1(v): return v*1.0/amax(v)

def show(image,*args,**keys): 
    pylab.gray(); imshow(real(image),*args,**keys);  
savefig("temp.png")

def showgrid(images,*args,**keys):
    n = len(images)
    r = int(ceil(sqrt(len(images)*1.0)))
    assert n<=r*r
    for i in range(n):
        subplot(r,r,i+1)
        imshow(images[i])
    savefig("temp.png")
    subplot(111) 

       

Let's start with the original grayscale image.

gray = imread(DATA+"gray.png")[:,:,0]
show(gray) 



       

Range-Based Thresholding

The simplest thresholding method is just to take the mean of the minimum and maximum values.

def range_thresholding(gray):
    threshold = (amin(gray)+amax(gray))/2
    print "range-mean=",threshold
    return gray>threshold
show(range_thresholding(gray)) 



       

range-mean= 0.5

We might also take the mean value of the pixels, but since document images contain many more white pixels than

black pixels, this threshold tends to be too high.

def mean_thresholding(image,verbose=1):
    threshold = measurements.mean(image)
    if verbose: print "image-mean=",threshold
    return image>threshold
show(mean_thresholding(gray)) 



       

image-mean= 0.665387431078

k-Means Thresholding

We can use a simple EM-algorithm (k-means clustering for two colors) to find the best means and the threshold.

def kmeans_thresholding(gray):
    threshold = (amin(gray)+amax(gray))/2
    thresholded = (gray>threshold)
    for iter in range(10):
        thresholded = (gray>threshold)
        hi = sum(gray[thresholded])/sum(thresholded)
        lo = sum(gray[thresholded==0])/sum(thresholded==0)
        threshold = (lo+hi)/2



        print lo,hi
    print "basic=",threshold
    return thresholded
show(kmeans_thresholding(gray)) 

       

0.289921629374 0.80726903288
0.314035608599 0.820211760385
0.324526584869 0.825593600365
0.328616436051 0.827642451482
0.331111477794 0.828878204465
0.331111477794 0.828878204465
0.331111477794 0.828878204465
0.331111477794 0.828878204465
0.331111477794 0.828878204465
0.331111477794 0.828878204465
basic= 0.579994841129



Otsu Thresholding

Otsu thresholding tries to find a split of the data into two groups with minimum intra-class variance.

def otsu_thresholding(gray):
    result = []
    for threshold in frange(0.4,0.7,0.02):
        thresholded = (gray>threshold)
        lo = measurements.variance(gray,thresholded,0)
        hi = measurements.variance(gray,thresholded,1)
        print threshold,lo,hi,lo+hi
        result.append((lo+hi,threshold))
    threshold = min(result)[1]
    print "otsu=",min(result)
    return gray>threshold
show(otsu_thresholding(gray)) 

       

0.4 0.009334143337 0.0219606575096 0.0312948008466
0.42 0.0103571886866 0.0200412661085 0.0303984547951
0.44 0.0114157481193 0.0182684095804 0.0296841576998
0.46 0.0124371119993 0.0167988197449 0.0292359317442
0.48 0.0137330304179 0.0151662137944 0.0288992442122
0.5 0.0150559401804 0.013677097611 0.0287330377914
0.52 0.0164972560504 0.0122476436034 0.0287448996538
0.54 0.017953092966 0.0109538793224 0.0289069722884
0.56 0.0195960817706 0.00966235575559 0.0292584375261
0.58 0.0212819902454 0.00848221999909 0.0297642102445
0.6 0.0231884358277 0.00731622424718 0.0305046600749
0.62 0.0248966311067 0.0064310066369 0.0313276377436
0.64 0.0271624139943 0.00539261669427 0.0325550306886
0.66 0.0291325633475 0.00458502902323 0.0337175923707
0.68 0.0310098908803 0.00392547751905 0.0349353683994
0.7 0.0331333474944 0.00329485660505 0.0364282040995
otsu= (0.028733037791362638, 0.5)



Local Thresholding

There are many variations of local thresholding schemes possible.  You can think of them in two ways:

as a global thresholding method applied to smaller local patches

as a non-linear image filtering operation

Applying global filtering methods to local patches is costly, since the global method needs to be repeatedly

applied for each patch.  However, some global thresholding methods can be expressed more efficiently.

For example, Niblack's method uses the mean and standard deviation over a patch.  Instead of computing it over

a "patch", we can also compute a convolution of the original image with a window function representing the
patch, as well as its square, and from that compute the local mean and standard deviation over the patch using

the usual formulas.  The window function doesn't actually need to be binary; a Gaussian works better in

practice.  Furthermore, by formulating local thresholding as a convolution with a window function, we can use

fast convolution algorithms.

Here is a simple implementation of a Niblack-like local threshold using a Gaussian window function.

result = zeros((300,800))
for x in range(0,290,20):
    for y in range(0,780,20):
        result[x:x+20,y:y+20] = 
mean_thresholding(gray[x:x+20,y:y+20],verbose=0)
show(result) 



       

Instead of computing it over a "patch", we can also compute a convolution of the original image with a window

function representing the patch, as well as its square, and from that compute the local mean and standard

deviation over the patch using the usual formulas.  The window function doesn't actually need to be binary; a
Gaussian works better in practice.  Furthermore, by formulating local thresholding as a convolution with a

window function, we can use fast convolution algorithms.

Here is a simple implementation of a Niblack-like local threshold using a Gaussian window function.

result = zeros((300,800))
for x in range(0,290):
    for y in range(0,780):
        result[x+10,y+10] = 
mean_thresholding(gray[x:x+20,y:y+20],verbose=0)[10,10]
show(result) 



       

sigma = 40.0
s1 = filters.gaussian_filter(ones(gray.shape),sigma)
sv = filters.gaussian_filter(gray,sigma)
sv2 = filters.gaussian_filter(gray**2,sigma)
lmean = sv/s1
lsigma = sqrt(sv2/s1 - lmean**2)
lthreshold = lmean-0.2*lsigma
show(gray>lthreshold) 



       

Notice that in contrast to the previous methods, the local thresholding method gives us some detail in the darker

portions of the image.

 

       

 

                 


